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Abstract 
Title: 
 The aggressive behaviour in the NHL. 
Objectives: 
The aim of this thesis is to describe and analyze NHL fighting phenomenon. The analysis will 
be realized as a research study. At first, sources of the thesis will be described. Then, there 
will be mentioned contemporary backgrounds and theoretical points included theory of 
aggressiveness in everyday sport. Complex view on the aggressive behaviour within the NHL 
will be assigned as a main part of whole thesis. Main part will contain historical view, 
ongoing trends of NHL and brief glance to rules of the NHL. 
Methods:  
Basic information from the field of NHL fighting was compiled by direct method of research 
and by method of induction. Research via comparative method was used marginally. 
Results: 
Results of my thesis will help to understand and to light up aggressive behaviour phenomenon 
in NHL.  This issue is not published in European countries. Thesis will help to why hockey 
players do fight, where are roots of the NHL brawling or how is an attitude of officials in 
NHL.   
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